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Abstract

To fundamentally resist the steganalysis, coverless information hiding has been
proposed, and it has become a research hotspot in the field of covert
communication. However, the current methods not only require a huge image
database, but also have a very low hidden capacity, making it difficult to apply
practically. In order to solve the above problems, we propose a coverless information
hiding method based on the generation of anime characters, which first converts
the secret information into an attribute label set of the anime characters, and then
uses the label set as a driver to directly generate anime characters by using the
generative adversarial networks (GANs). The experimental results show that
compared with the current methods, the hidden capacity of the proposed method is
improved by nearly 60 times, and it also has good performance in image quality and
robustness.

Keywords: Coverless information hiding, Image generation, Attribute label, Hiding
capacity

1 Introduction
Traditional information hiding methods mainly take advantage of the redundancy of

carrier and modify it according to agreed rules to embed secret information into the

carrier in an invisible way [1–5]. However, as long as the carrier is modified, the modi-

fication traces will be left, and it is possible for steganalysis algorithms to detect the ex-

istence of hidden behavior successfully. In order to make the information hiding

methods fundamentally resistant to steganalysis [6], scholars in the field of information

hiding have proposed the concept of coverless information hiding (CIH) [7]. Compared

with the traditional methods, CIH methods directly generate or retrieve the stego-

carriers based on the secret information without modification.

The existing CIH methods include image selection methods, semi-creative methods

based on texture synthesis, and creative methods based on generative adversarial net-

works (GANs) [8]. Image selection methods need to establish a large-scale natural

image database in advance, and then retrieve the natural images that can express secret

information as stego-images. Although the image selection methods directly transmit

secret information with natural images, which can fundamentally resist the detection
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of various steganalysis algorithms, their hiding capacity is very limited. Semi-creative

methods based on image sample synthesis do not need to establish a natural image

database in advance. They can synthesize an arbitrary size stego-image according to

agreed rules, so that it has a large hidden capacity. However, because there are quilting

between the samples, there is also the possibility of detection. Moreover, in this case,

the stego-image has no actual semantics, which is easy to arouse the suspicion of at-

tackers and has low practicability. Although there are some creative methods based on

GANs for CIH, most of them are used to hide numbers and specific images, which can-

not be applied to conceal any untrained secret information.

In order to generate a stego-image that can express arbitrary secret information, this

paper proposes a CIH method based on the generation of anime characters. With the

development of deep learning methods [9–11], especially GANs, the automatic gener-

ation of anime characters has achieved good results. Not only can they maintain the

consistency of statistical characteristics with the training image set, but they also

achieve the degree of visual effect that the fake can be confused with the real. Figure 1

is an example of anime characters generated automatically by GANs [12]. Besides, with

the development of GANs, there are many codes and web pages on the Internet that

can generate anime images. This makes it easy for everyone to generate anime images.

Therefore, when sharing a stego-image, we can directly indicate that it is the generated

anime image. For example, we shared some stego-images in Wechat Moments, with

the following text, “I have created anime images myself, so happy!” In this case, com-

pared with computer-generated natural images, anime character images are more re-

sistant to the computer and visual detection [13].

This paper directly generates an anime character that can express secret information.

First, it converts secret information into a collection of attribute labels for anime char-

acters, such as hairstyle, hair color, eye color, etc. Then, with the set of attribute labels

as the constraint condition, use a generative network of anime characters based on

GANs [12] to generate the image set that conforms to the constraint condition. After

Fig. 1 An example of anime characters generated automatically by GANs
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that, the quality of the generated image is evaluated, and the anime characters with

good quality are selected as the stego-images. Finally, the receiver extracts the attribute

labels expressing secret information according to the corresponding method, and then

obtains the secret information. Compared with the existing methods, this paper pro-

poses an idea of generating specific anime characters based on secret information to

realize CIH. Its main contributions can be summarized as the following three points:

(1) This paper uses the attributes of anime characters to represent secret information.

Compared with image selection methods, it can significantly improve the hiding

capacity and has high practical application value. For example, the hiding capacity

of this method is about 60 times that of the method in the literature [14].

(2) In this paper, according to the attributes of anime characters, the GAN is adopted

to generate stego-images directly. Its statistical characteristics are consistent with

the training set and without any modification. Compared with the semi-creative

CIH methods based on texture synthesis, it has higher security.

(3) There is no necessary connection between the secret information and the anime

character generation network. Compared with the existing GAN-based methods of

CIH, the proposed method can transmit arbitrary secret information.

2 Relative works
2.1 Image selection methods

Image selection methods rely on image retrieval [15]. Fridrich et al. [16] first proposed

the idea of information hiding based on carrier selection, which, according to agreed

rules, retrieves specific natural images from the pre-established image database to ex-

press secret information. Subsequently, literature [7, 17] proposed a CIH method to

transmit secret information by image hash sequence. After that, to improve the hiding

capacity, literature [18–22] selected different features and secret information to estab-

lish a mapping to realize CIH. Literature [23] first used gray gradient co-occurrence

matrix to encode the image, and then used the mapping relationship between image

and a random number to represent the payload information. Literature [24] uses a set

of sub-image blocks at specific locations of natural images to splice them into secret

images that need to be transmitted, so as to achieve approximate transmission of secret

images. Literature [25] proposed a dynamic content selection framework applied to

CIH, which dynamically selects natural images to represent and transmit secret mes-

sages according to certain mapping rules constructed between secret messages and user

identity. In [14], discrete cosine transformation (DCT) coefficients are used to represent

secret information. All the above CIH methods employed the low-level features to rep-

resent secret information. Although they can effectively resist the steganalysis, they suf-

fer from the robustness problem, and their hiding capacity is very low. Thus, it is hard

to apply them in real-world scenarios.

2.2 Semi-creative methods based on texture synthesis

Semi-creative methods mean that the secret information can directly generate the

stego-carrier according to agreed rules without specifying the original carrier in ad-

vance. And the stego-carrier generally belongs to a specific type, such as texture
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images. Usually, it is necessary to build a basic sample database in advance, then select

the appropriate samples from the database according to secret information, and

synthesize a relatively natural large stego-image according to agreed rules. Otori et al.

[26] used LBP code to establish the mapping relationship between binary data and pixel

points, and then find suitable texture samples from the database according to secret in-

formation to synthesize a stego-image. But the hiding capacity of this method is low

and there is some error. To realize information hiding with large capacity and no error

code, Wu et al. [27] used similarity ranking of different texture samples to express se-

cret information. This method preserves all texture samples so that attackers can re-

construct the original samples and obtain secret information through quilting between

texture samples. After that, to improve security and hide capacity, literature [28–32]

proposed a series of improved algorithms.

2.3 Creative methods based on GANs

Liu [33, 34] et al. conducted experiments in the MNIST data set and used labels “1~9” to

represent secret information, and then used these labels as constraints to generate simu-

lated handwritten images. This method not only has lower hiding capacity, but also can

clearly see the category label of secret information encoding and has lower security. Duan

[35] et al. used an image with completely unrelated semantics to transmit secret images.

Although this method has a large hiding capacity and has no relation between the secret

image and the stego-image, it must retrain the model every time it communicates, and

the model must be shared with the receiver to complete the communication task. In

addition, the secret image and the stego-image are in the same generated image database,

and there is a one-to-one relationship. Therefore, there are security risks. Liu et al. [36]

proposed a CIH method based on image repair technology and Cardan Grille Mask

(CGK). However, this method needs to share CGK in the communication process, which

also has some security risks. Moreover, because secret information is written in the dam-

aged part of the image, the image repair effect is not very good.

3 Proposed CIH method
The framework of the proposed CIH method is shown in Fig. 2, which mainly includes

the sender and the receiver.

According to the main functions, it can be divided into the following three modules: se-

cret information and label set conversion module (LSTM), location index module, and se-

cret image generation module. In this paper, the attribute labels of anime characters are

used to represent secret information. The sender first converts the secret information into

the corresponding attribute labels, and then generates anime characters that can express

secret information according to the attribute labels at a specific index position. After re-

ceiving the stego-image containing secret, the receiver first extracts the attribute labels of

the anime characters at the index position and then converts it into secret information.

Next, the specific implementation process of each module is introduced.

3.1 Convert secret information into labels set

As shown in Fig. 3, this paper uses the attribute labels of anime characters to represent

secret information, so the transformation of secret information and labels set is crucial.
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This paper uses Illustration2Vec [37], a network used to predict the attribute labels of

anime characters, to carry out label extraction. For a given image, Illustration2Vec can

predict the probability of 512 attributes. In this paper, we mainly select the attributes

with a high probability of occurrence, including 5 hairstyles, 13 hair colors, 10 eye

colors, and several other attributes such as “blush,” “smile,” “open mouth,” and “rib-

bon.” In this paper, long short-term memory network (LSTM) [38] is used to convert

secret information and labels set. In the field of natural semantic processing, LSTM can

generate high-quality text content, which can predict the probability of the next output

content in the case of existing partial input. This paper mainly uses this function of

LSTM to transform secret information and image attribute labels.

The labels set format described in this paper for each anime characters can be

expressed as {hairstyle (2 bit), hair color (3 bit), eye color (3 bit), other attributes 1 (2

bit), other attributes 2 (2 bit), ..., other attributes n (2bit)}. The payload of each attribute

depends on the number of labels for the attribute. That is, if an attribute represents m-

Fig. 2 The framework of the proposed method

Fig. 3 Secret information representation
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bit binary information, the labels of the attribute is at least 2m kinds. In addition, the

label format is not static, and the communication parties can modify it by themselves.

Before the transformation, this paper optimizes and trains the LSTM network. First, from Getchu

(www.getchu.com), a lot of anime characters were crawled. Then, the image was preprocessed, and

about 27,000 high-quality anime characters were taken as the original data set. The LSTM model is

then trained with the obtained label document to obtain the label set generation model.

As shown in Fig. 4, the specific process of converting secret information into attri-

bute tags is described as follows:

Step 1: Convert the secret information into a binary string, then divide it according to

the label format to obtain the secret information set S = {s1, s2, s3,…, st};

Step 2: Generate the first attribute mapping through a pseudo-random transformation

function M = fM(Key) according to the Key shared by both parties, that is, the mapping

M of hairstyle and 2 bit binary information, and obtain the first label l1in the label set

through query M;

Step 3: Take the first attribute label l1 as input and predict the next label through the

LSTM network. In this paper, we select the corresponding attribute labels based on

the secret message fragment. Taking l2 as an example, its corresponding attribute for

the hair color represents 3-bit secret information. The probability of the next attribute

generated by LSTM with l1 as input can be expressed as p(l2| l1), because l2 need to

represent 3-bit secret information, so the first eight of the probability rankings are se-

lected as candidate sets, then select the label based on the secret message s2;

Step 4: Similarly, the probability of the predicted nth attribute can be expressed as

p(ln| l1, l2, …, ln − 1). Then, select the attribute labels based on the secret information.

Step 5: Repeat Step 4 until the combination of attributes representing an anime char-

acters is completed, and skip to Step 1 to continue to generate the set of attributes de-

scribing the next anime characters. Finally, get the label collection. L = {l1, l2, l3,…, lt}.

The process of converting attribute label collection L = {l1, l2, l3,…, lt} into secret in-

formation is shown below:

Step 1: According to the Key shared by both parties, generate the first attribute

mapping through a pseudo-random transformation function M = fM(Key) and obtain

the first secret information fragment s1 through query M.

Fig. 4 LSTM conversion example
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Step 2: Take the first attribute label l1 as input, obtain the candidate set of label l2
through LSTM network, and obtain the corresponding secret information fragment

s2 according to the actual l2.

Step 3: Obtain the secret information set S = {s1, s2, s3,…, st}.

3.2 Position index

In this paper, N ×N smaller anime characters are combined into a stego-image. That is,

each row and column of the stego-image has an anime character, and the size of the

stego-image can be adjusted according to actual needs. Considering the security of the

algorithm, it is not that all the anime characters in the stego-images express secret in-

formation. We used the index shown in Fig. 5 to determine which locations of the

anime characters expressed secret information.

Where 0 indicates that the anime character at this position does not transmit secret

information, and other numbers indicate that the anime character at this position con-

tains secret information. Generally speaking, the original position index of N ×N image

is denoted as I0 = {i1, i2,…, iN ×N}. During the communication, both parties generate the

index sequence I ¼ fi′1; i′2;…; i′tg; t≤N � N of the current communication according to

pseudo-random transformation functionI = fI(I0, key). In Fig. 5, “1” represents the pos-

ition of }i
0
1”, “2” represents the position of }i

0
2 ,” and so on. That is, the value indicates

the extraction sequence of secret information. We first extract the secret information

at position 1, then extract the information at position 2, and so on.

3.3 Generation of stego-images

As shown in Fig. 1, the current GAN-based anime character generation technology can

automatically generate outstanding anime character according to the labels. Therefore,

based on literature [12], this paper realizes the anime character generative network

Fig. 5 An example of an index
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applied to the CIH, which is mainly constrained by the labels set corresponding to se-

cret information and generates animation images representing secret information at the

index position.

The purpose of CIH is to realize the hidden transmission of messages, so it is necessary to

ensure that the receiver can extract the secret information accurately. In this paper, a post-

verification module was added based on the network of literature [12] to evaluate and select

the quality of the generated images, and the anime characters collected from Getchu were

used for training. Its main function is to use Illustration2Vec to extract labels after the gen-

eration of anime character transmitting secret information. If the corresponding attribute la-

bels cannot be extracted completely, the generated anime character should be optimized

until the corresponding attribute labels can be extracted correctly. At the same time, the

post-verification module will also evaluate the image quality, and select the anime character

with good quality to transmit secret messages based on ensuring the correct extraction.

3.4 Information hiding

The steganography process is the generation process of anime characters, the specific

process is shown below.

Step 1: Convert the secret information into a binary string, segment the secret

information sequence S = {s1, s2, s3,…, st} according to the label structure, and obtain

the first attribute mapping M and location index I ¼ fi01; i
0
2;…; i

0
tg according to the

Key;

Step 2: Convert secret information sequence into anime character attribute label

sequence L = {l1, l2, l3,…, lt} through the LSTM model;

Step 3: Use the stego-image generation network, generate the anime character express-

ing secret information at the index position of the stego-image, and randomly generate

the anime character at other positions.

Step 4: Send the generated stego-image to the receiver in a pre-agreed way.

3.5 Information extraction

The extraction process is to extract attribute labels in anime character. The specific

process is as follows:

Step 1: Obtain the first property mapping M and location index I ¼ fi01; i
0
2;…; i

0
tg

according to the Key;

Step 2: Use Illustration2Vec to extract the corresponding attribute label combination

L = {l1, l2, l3,…, lt}.

Step 3: Convert anime character attribute label sequence into secret information

sequence S = {s1, s2, s3,…, st} through the LSTM model;

Step 4: Convert the binary bit information into secret information.

4 Experimental results and discussion
The environment of our experiments is given as follows. System: Ubuntu 16.04 LTS,

RAM: 48 GB DDR4, CPU: i5-8500 3.0 GHz, GPU: NVIDIA GTX 1080Ti; Software plat-

form: python 3.6. The experiments are implemented based on the code of [4]. The
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experimental results and analysis focus on three aspects: image quality evaluation, hid-

ing capacity, robustness, and security.

4.1 Image clarity evaluation

Image clarity is an essential index for evaluating image quality and has important sig-

nificance in the field of image pattern recognition. This paper uses the attribute labels

of anime character to represent secret information. In order to ensure that the receiver

extracts the attribute labels correctly and avoids the suspicion of the attacker, the clar-

ity of the generated stego-images must be consistent with the images in the training

set. If the stego-image is blurry, it is difficult to ensure that the receiver can extract the

attribute labels correctly. Therefore, the clarity of the stego-image is an important indi-

cator for evaluating the proposed method. In order to visually show the difference in

clarity between the generated image and the original image, while considering the influ-

ence of image edge information, noise, and energy on image clarity, we selected the fol-

lowing five image clarity indicators for comparison.

(a) Tenengrad gradient function [39]: it uses Sobel operator to extract the gradient

values in the horizontal and vertical directions, and mainly evaluates the clarity

through the edge information. The sharper the edges of the image, the clearer the

image.

(b) Variance function [39]: it is more sensitive to noise. The purer the image, the

smaller the function value.

(c) Vollath function [40]: it is similar to the variance function, but it is better when

the noise is significant.

(d) Sum of Modulus of gray Difference (SMD) [41]: it uses the energy gradient

function as the evaluation function of clarity. The more high-frequency compo-

nents in the image, the clearer the image.

(e) Entropy function [41]: when the image energy is constant, the larger the image

entropy, the clearer the image.

The results are shown in Table 1. According to the evaluation results, the clarity

measurement value of the generated image is close to that of the original image, with

little deviation. As shown in Fig. 6, Fig. 6a is the original image, and Fig. 6b is the gen-

erated image according to the attribute labels in Fig. 6a. Obviously, the original image

and the generated image have the same set of labels, {long hair, black hair, blue eyes,

blush, ribbon}. In general, the generated image has the same clarity as the image in the

training set and can express secret information correctly.

4.2 Hiding capacity

This paper uses the attribute labels of anime character to represent secret information,

which has a higher hiding capacity compared with the existing CIH methods. Take Fig. 7

as an example, the secret information expressed is “National Double First-class construc-

tion university and a high-level construction university in Jiangsu province.” Among them,

each anime character expresses 14-bit secret information, and 64 anime characters all
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express secret information. That is, the transmission of secret messages up to 896 bit in a

stego-image. Its capacity is compared to the current CIH methods, as shown in Table 2.

In this paper, N ×N smaller anime characters are combined into a stego-image. If N

= 1, each stego-image can express 14 bits of information. Although the capacity is simi-

lar to the existing methods, the proposed method does not require the establishment of

a huge image database in advance, and the time to generate a stego-image is much

shorter than to retrieve a stego-image. Therefore, the proposed method has better effi-

ciency under the same capacity. Because in the implementation of GAN-based anime

characters generation, 8*8 output is more common, we set N to 8. Compared with the

cover selection methods, this paper has a great improvement in the hiding capacity.

Compared with the current best method, the capacity of this paper is about 60 times of

its capacity. Secondly, the capacity of the proposed method can be adjusted according

to the actual situation, that is, the size of N can be determined according to the actual

needs. Assuming that the secret information to be sent is C bits, then N ≥d ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
C=14

p e. Fi-
nally, the same secret information can be represented by different secret images, which

improves the flexibility and security of the algorithm.

4.3 Robustness

Robustness is an important factor in evaluating the performance of coverless informa-

tion hiding, which determines whether the receiver can correctly extract secret mes-

sages. Several kinds of attacks applied to the stego-images are listed below.

(a) Rotational attack, with angles of 10°, 30°, and 50°, respectively

(b) Scaling, with scaling ratios of 0.3, 0.5, 0.75 and 1.5, respectively

(c) Gaussian noise. The mean value is 0 and variance is 0.001, 0.005 and 0.1,

respectively.

Table 1 Image quality evaluation

Method Original Generated Distinction

Tenengrad gradient [39] 34.26 34.50 0.7%

Variance [39] 1674.91 1515.72 − 9.5%

Vollath [40] 1512.79 1415.13 − 6.45%

SMD [41] 2215.99 2336.70 5.44%

Entropy [41] 4.83 5.21 1.62%

Fig. 6 a Original image. b Generated image
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(d) salt and pepper noise. The mean value of noise is 0, and the variance is 0.001,

0.005, and 0.1, respectively

(e) Speckle noise. The mean value of noise is 0, and the variance is 0. 01, 0.05 and

0.1, respectively

(f) Median filtering. Template sizes are 3 × 3, 5 × 5, 7 × 7, respectively

(g) Mean filtering. Template sizes are 3 × 3, 5 × 5, 7 × 7, respectively

(h) gaussian filtering. Template sizes are 3 × 3, 5 × 5, 7 × 7, respectively

In this paper, bit error rate (BER) is introduced to measure the robustness of the al-

gorithm in the communication process.

BER ¼
Pm

1¼1pi⊕qi
m

ð1Þ

Where pi represents the correct binary information, qi represents the extracted binary

information, and m represents the total number of binary information fragments. The

test results are shown in Table 3. Although it is slightly inferior to the method [14], it

is focused on robustness. But they are better than the methods [19] [20]. The purpose

of this paper is to increase the hidden capacity of the CIH methods as much as possible

based on ensuring certain robustness.

Fig. 7 An example of stego-image
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4.4 Anti-steganalysis and security

The original intention of CIH is to completely resist the detection of steganalysis algo-

rithm. The most basic purpose of steganalysis is to divide the input image into stego-

image and normal image. Generally, as long as the carrier is modified, the modification

traces will be left, and it is possible for steganalysis algorithms to detect the existence

of hidden behavior successfully. However, in theory, for the proposed CIH method, the

stego-image and the randomly generated image are completely the same under the ste-

ganalysis algorithm and cannot be distinguished. In order to verify this theory, we used

Table 2 Hiding capacity

Method Capacity (bits ∙ carrier−1)

Literature [7] 8

Literature [19] 8

Literature [14] 15

Literature [20] 18

Proposed method (1*1) 14

Proposed method (8*8) 896

Table 3 Robustness test results (BER)

Attack Literature [14] Literature [19] Literature [20] Proposed

Rotational 10° 0.164 1 0.7894 0.0937

30° 0.1116 0.9681 0.8307 0.1190

50° 0.1288 1 0.792 0.1676

Scaling 0.3 0.0086 1 0.8204 0.8992

0.5 0 1 0.7364 0.5892

0.75 0 1 0.5943 0.2354

1.5 0 0.9894 0.3928 0.0582

3 0 1 0.2984 0.0505

Gaussian noise σ(0.001) 0.0301 0.9896 0.8088 0.1548

σ(0.005) 0.0172 1 0.8165 0.4680

σ(0.1) 0.0086 0.9896 0.8662 0.9638

Salt noise σ(0.001) 0 0.8617 0.3359 0.1609

σ(0.005) 0 0.9787 0.5065 0.4904

Speckle noise σ(0.01) 0.0086 1 0.6951 0.0972

σ(0.05) 0.0086 1 0.8798 0.2341

σ(0.1) 0.0258 1 0.9367 0.9107

Median filter (3 × 3) 0 1 0.6822 0.1813

(5 × 5) 0.0086 1 0.6951 0.3486

(7 × 7) 0.0172 1 0.8088 0.4699

Mean filter (3 × 3) 0 1 0.739 0.2424

(5 × 5) 0 1 0.8488 0.1861

(7 × 7) 0 1 0.876 0.7024

Gaussian filter (3 × 3) 0 1 0.686 0.1743

(5 × 5) 0 1 0.7558 0.3051

(7 × 7) 0 1 0.9031 0.4984
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the most popular Xu-Net [42] with the pre-trained model to perform steganalysis on

1000 stego-images. The results are shown in Table 4.

Obviously, the proposed method can well resist the detection of algorithm. Besides,

the proposed method provides multiple protection for secret information. First of all,

we determined the first attribute mapping and location index by using the secret key

agreed by both parties in advance, to ensure that it is difficult for attackers to obtain

the accurate mapping relationship and the location of anime character expressing se-

cret information. Meanwhile, for different users, the stego-images corresponding to the

same secret information and the stego-images obtained by the same users at different

times are all different. Therefore, it is difficult for attackers to decipher secret messages.

5 Conclusion
This paper proposed a new idea for CIH. Driven by secret information and constrained

by attribute labels, it directly generates anime character with high quality to transmit

secret information. Compared with the current cover selection methods, proposed

method has a great improvement in capacity. However, there is a gap in robustness

compared with the current robust coverless information hiding methods. The next step

is to improve the robustness of the method by optimizing the generation model. This

paper provides a more practical solution for the development of coverless information

hiding, that is, to express secret information in the process of generating target images

according to attributes, which has certain guiding significance for the development of

coverless information hiding.
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